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EME  

SUJET DE THESE / PhD SUBJECT 

Plastic pollution: Nanoplastics as pollutant super-carriers? 

 
ABSTRACT:  
Through accidental release and indiscriminate discards, plastic wastes have accumulated in the 

environment at an uncontrollable rate. Up to now, much of the concerns has focused on the evaluation 

of the presence of microplastics in marine and freshwater environment (collection, separation and 

identification techniques…).  

Recent studies of the size distribution of the plastic debris suggested that continued fragmenting of 

microplastics into nanosized particles may occur. At the same time, plastic particles uptakes by marine 

organisms are inversely related to particle size. As a consequence, potentially much more abundant than 

microplastics, nanoplastics (NPTs) should be available to a wide range of organisms and paracellular 

route of uptake is considered given their small size. 

If microplastics themselves may be considered biochemically inert materials; environmental plastic 

debris carry chemicals of smaller molecular size such as Heavy Metals (HMs) and Persistent Organic 

Pollutants. Considering these external adsorbed compounds, it is expected that NPTs will always be 

loaded with hydrophobic toxicants or heavy metals (HM). The knowledge of the factors influencing the 

sorption/desorption of chemicals associated to NPTs is still unknown and may be assimilated to a 

Trojan horse effect mechanism in which plastic debris contribute towards the flux of contaminants. 

 

The present project aims to give a comprehensive study of the nanoplastic (NPT) impact as pollutant 

carrier. Among the issues and challenges addressed for better findings in plastic debris studies, the 

thesis will be involved within a collaborative project named PLASTI-SCARE that proposes to evaluate 

and understand the effect of the presence of NPTs onto the bio-available part of toxic species. Within 

PLASTI-SCARE, our main objective is to address this urgent need by developing a method based on 

new passive sensors for a better understanding of the NPT behavior: from theoretical to experimental 

approach, from laboratory scale to application for monitoring at the watershed and oceanic coast.  
 
Mots clés (Keywords):  nanoplastic models, passive sampling, polymer chemistry, coupled analytical methods 

 

 
OFFRE D’ALLOCATION DE THESE / PhD GRANT 

ÉCOLE DOCTORALE SCIENCES EXACTES ET LEURS  
APPLICATIONS - ED 211 / NATURAL SCIENCES DOCTORAL SCHOOL 

Avenue de l’université BP 1155, 64013 PAU Cedex – France 

CONDITIONS D’EXERCICE / WORKING CONDITIONS 
Laboratoire :   Institute of Analytical Sciences and Physico-Chemistry for Environment and Materials 

(IPREM), a Joint Research Unit CNRS / UPPA (UMR 5254). 

The project is also included within the domain of expertise of the consortium E2S "Energy Environment 

Solutions (E2S)", http://e2s-uppa.eu/en/index.html 

        Site web :   https://iprem.univ-pau.fr/fr/index.html 
Directeur de thèse (PhD Director): Stéphanie Reynaud  
Co-Directeur de thèse (PhD co-Director): Bruno Grassl 
 

Lieu  (Place) : IPREM, UMR 5254 

Date début (start): 01/10/2019 Durée (duration): 3 ans (years) 

http://e2s-uppa.eu/en/index.html
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SAVOIR-FAIRE DU LABORATOIRE  / HOST LABORATORY PROFILE 

The Institute of Analytical Sciences and Physico-Chemistry for Environment and Materials (IPREM) is 

a Joint Research Unit CNRS / UPPA (UMR 5254). 

IPREM members are interested in the development of fundamental knowledge in physico-chemistry, 

analytical chemistry and microbiology, in relation to applications concerning the structure of the living, 

the management of the environment and the functional properties of different classes of materials. 

Their skills are based on analytical strategies, modeling, physico-chemical approaches, fine studies of 

structures and reactivity, development, characterization and implementation at different scales. They 

make it possible to display an original position in the field of applications in many industrial sectors 

both at national and international level. 
 

MISSION - ACTIVITES PRINCIPALES  / MISSION – PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES 
 

I. Scientific Context 

Nanoplastics (NPTs) are emerging pollutants that can affect the marine environment. The European 

Union has acknowledged this problem and the need of better monitoring the occurrence of NPTs in the 

environment. However, up to now, there is little or no monitoring data on the occurrence of this kind of 

pollution, since its investigation is hampered by the lack of a comprehensive chemical and physico-

chemical study to access to their behavior within the environment in the presence of inorganic and 

organic toxicants. 

What we offer: 
 a challenging and collaborative project with French research groups and perspectives abroad. 

 a structured Ph.D. program within the Doctoral School of Exact Sciences and their Applications, 

ED 211. 

 working in a creative team 

 an interesting and dynamic working environment 

 innovative multifaceted research activities 

 

II. Objectives 

This PhD student is intended to fill this gap and develop a library of NPTs models by chemical means to 

control many parameters as NPT shape, morphology, dispersity, surface chemical nature and 

functionality. These models will be studied in order to understand the environmental behavior of this 

new class of emerging pollutant in interaction with other pollutants. Innovative passive samplers will be 

synthesized to evaluate the Trojan horse effect of nanoplastics (NPTs). This term was recently used to 

warn the community about the notion of microplastic and a fortiori nanoplastics to concentrate 

pollutants acquired from the surrounding environment and potentially released them into tissues or cells 

of the ingesting organism as bioavailable contaminants.  
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COMPETENCES REQUISES / REQUIRED COMPETENCES 
The ideal candidate is an innovative and analytical thinking person, who has a good knowledge in 

polymer synthesis as well as in physical chemistry of polymers (characterization methods). As part of a 

research team, the candidate will participate in the development as well as application of new, 

innovative materials, both NPTs and sensors, participate in the establishment of new materials and 

technology platforms. The candidate will undertake applied research activities leading to new materials, 

ideas, concepts and knowledge, required for development of novel and competitive products. Skills: 

sound knowledge of macromolecular chemistry and polymer characterization. Knowledge of passive 

sensor domain and awareness of geochemistry will be considered as a plus. The student may follow 

additional courses provided by our partner doctoral school to complete his/her initial formation. 

Flexibility to work in a fast moving, interdisciplinary environment is completing the ideal profile. 

 
 

CRITÈRES D’ÉVALUATION DE LA CANDIDATURE / CRITERIA USED TO SELECT CANDIDATE 
Application file assessment: Selection committee 

Candidates will first be selected based on their application file. Those selected after this first step, will 

then be interviewed. 

Application will be evaluated based on the following criteria: 

- Grades and ranking during your Master degree, steadiness in your academic background 

- English language proficiency 

- Candidate’s ability to present her/his work and results, candidate's motivation, scientific maturity and 

curiosity 

- Work experience similar to an internship in a laboratory – or likewise; previously achieved research 

work (reports, publications). 
 

 

CONSTITUTION DU DOSSIER DE CANDIDATURE, DATE LIMITE DE DEPOT / REQUIRED 
DOSSIER,  DATE 
please send the following documents before 2019/09/06:  

 A motivation letter 

 A curriculum vitae 

 The academic transcripts of the marks (1st and 2nd year of master degree) 

 Contact details of two referees 
 

DATE LIMITE DE DEPOT DU DOSSIER (limiting date):  2019/09/06 

 

CONTACTS 
e-mail : stephanie.reynaud@univ-pau.fr 
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